**ES3**

**BIT ENERGY STORAGE START & STOP**

It prevents the processor from shutting down when turning on cars featuring the start & stop system.

When starting the engine, the vehicle battery voltage might decrease below 8 Volts value. If a signal processor (bit One, bit Ten) is installed in your car system, especially with cars featuring the start & stop system, low supply voltage values might make the processor shut down. In order to avoid waiting for the processor to complete its turn-on cycle again, you can install the ES3 by connecting it in series to the processor power supply cables.

**ECK DRC**

**DRC CABLE EXTENSION KIT**

It is a kit composed of a cable and an adapter allowing a 2 m / 78.74 in. additional extension of the cable supplied with the DRC. This extension is required for installations on especially long vehicles such as SUV's. Total length of the supplied cable with the extension is equal to 6.5 m / 225.90 in.

PACKAGE: Polybag - Qty. 1
ACCESSORIES

For bit One HD, bit One, bit Ten D

Optical digital audio signal cable, designed for car audio applications, permitting the transfer of the optical signal along its 10 m / 393.70 in. length without signal loss. An especially thicker sheath protects the optical fibre to prevent the cable from damages if it is pressed against sharp edges. The metal connector protects the optical fibre for its full length, ensuring a stable transmission of the signal also in the event of strong vibrations.

OP 1.5
TOSLINK OPTICAL CABLE 1,5 M / 59.05 IN.
Optical cable ending with Toslink connectors for S/PIDF digital audio signals. Cable length 1,5 m/59,05"

PACKAGE: Polybag Qty. 1

NEW 2016 VERSION

OP 4.5
TOSLINK OPTICAL CABLE 4,5 M / 177.16 IN.
Optical cable ending with Toslink connectors for S/PIDF digital audio signals. Cable length 4,5 m/177,16"

PACKAGE: Polybag Qty. 1

NEW

STR
M TO F RIGHT ANGLE TOSLINK ADAPTER
Male-Female Toslink adapter with rotatable head. The 90° angle allows to save space.

PACKAGE: Polybag Qty. 1

NEW

STA
F/F SOCKET TOSLINK ADAPTER
Optical adapter to extend optical cables featuring TOSLINK connectors.

PACKAGE: Polybag - Qty. 1

For bit Ten D

CBT 1
RCA BIT TEN ADAPTER CABLE
RCA connector making link fast and link. It expedites connections between the head unit PRE OUTs (2 V min.) and the bit Ten Hi-Level inputs.

PACKAGE: Carton Box - Qty. 1